Protects your eyes and the environment

The ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor’s screen has built-in Natural Low Blue Light technology that filters out harmful blue light to protect your vision. The monitor’s 3-side NearEdgeless design offers an immersive, distortion-free viewing experience. It is also useful in a multi-screen setup to seamlessly navigate spreadsheets and files on two or more screens. The ThinkVision S25e-30 boasts a 75 Hz refresh rate with a 4ms response time that can pace up your work with lag-free browsing. It is built with connectivity in mind and has VGA, HDMI 1.4, and 3.5 mm Audio Out ports to establish speedy connections with external devices. Easily tilt the monitor to get just the right viewing angle or hook it up with a compatible VESA mount that features a convenient Quick Release solution to make mounting and dismounting a breeze. What’s more, the Red Dot Joystick button helps you easily configure monitor settings in a jiffy. A built-in phone holder and nifty cable management mean a cleaner desktop and more space. This feature-loaded monitor is manufactured to ensure the least carbon footprint and certified with the latest regulations such as TCO 9.0, ENERGY STAR 8.0, and EPEAT – contributing toward a greener future. ThinkVision S25e-30 is designed to make every working minute more productive, swift, and enjoyable.

Features of ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor

Picture-perfect display

The ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor’s Full-HD, 24.5-inch screen offers remarkable picture clarity and an elevated viewing experience. This VA panel offers an unmatched contrast ratio of 3000:1 for rich, vivid video content. Screen colors have never been this true to life – thanks to the monitor’s 99% sRGB color gamut and its ability to reproduce 16.7 million colors. The ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor has a highly responsive screen with a 75 Hz refresh rate offering a stutter-free and fluid browsing experience. Packed with a generous screen and gorgeous display, the ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor helps you race through the workday with effortless ease.

Connectivity and comfort

The ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor connects easily with PC, laptops, and other monitors via VGA and HDMI 1.4 ports. The 3.5 mm audio port accommodates headphones or external speakers. A flexible stand design enables you to tilt your monitor forward and back for comfortable viewing. The new stand features a smaller base with a phone holder and an integrated soft rubber cable management system to hold and conceal cables for a clutter-free desktop. A Quick Release feature allows you to mount the monitor quickly and securely. The ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor’s Red Dot Joystick button at the bottom of the screen works like a trackpad for easy navigation of control settings.

Smarter technology for all

The ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor is a great combination of performance, comfort, and value, making it the go-to monitor for SMBs. A 24.5-inch monitor with 1920 x 1080 FHD resolution delivers sharp and crisp picture quality. The monitor has a VA panel with a 99% sRGB color gamut, 16.7 million color support, and 250 nits of brightness that enriches visual and video content with vibrant and vivid colors. This monitor comes with Natural Low Blue Light technology that cuts down harmful blue light to protect your vision. The monitor’s 3-side NearEdgeless design offers an immersive, distortion-free viewing experience. It is also useful in a multi-screen setup to seamlessly navigate spreadsheets and files on two or more screens. The ThinkVision S25e-30 boasts a 75 Hz refresh rate with a 4ms response time that can pace up your work with lag-free browsing. It is built with connectivity in mind and has VGA, HDMI 1.4, and 3.5 mm Audio Out ports to establish speedy connections with external devices. Easily tilt the monitor to get just the right viewing angle or hook it up with a compatible VESA mount that features a convenient Quick Release solution to make mounting and dismounting a breeze. What’s more, the Red Dot Joystick button helps you easily configure monitor settings in a jiffy. A built-in phone holder and nifty cable management mean a cleaner desktop and more space. This feature-loaded monitor is manufactured to ensure the least carbon footprint and certified with the latest regulations such as TCO 9.0, ENERGY STAR 8.0, and EPEAT – contributing toward a greener future. ThinkVision S25e-30 is designed to make every working minute more productive, swift, and enjoyabe.
**ThinkVision S25e-30 Monitor**

### Display
- **Panel Size**: 24.5-inch
- **Screen Dimensions**: 552.4 mm x 319.5 mm
- **Panel Type**: 3-side NearEdgeless, VA
- **Active Area**: 543.7 mm x 302.6 mm
- **Backlight**: WLED
- **Aspect Ratio**: 16:9
- **Resolution**: 1920 x 1080
- **Pixel Pitch**: 0.280 mm x 0.280 mm
- **Dot/Pixel Per Inch (DPI/PPI)**: 89.91
- **Viewing Angle (H x V @ CR 10:1)**: 178° / 178°
- **Response Time**: 4ms (Extreme Mode), 6ms (Normal Mode), 14ms (Off Mode)
- **Refresh Rate**: 75 Hz
- **Brightness (Typical)**: 250 cd/m²
- **Contrast Ratio (Typical)**: 1000:1
- **Dynamic Contrast Ratio (Typical)**: 3M:1
- **Color Gamut (Coverage Ratio)**: 99.0% sRGB

### Color Gamut (Color Area Ratio)
- 130.0% sRGB

### Connectivity
- **Video Signal**: 1 x HDMI 1.4, 1 x VGA
- **Audio Signal**: 1 x Audio Out (3.5 mm)

### Special Features
- **Software**: Lenovo ThinkColour (Lenovo Display Control Center)
- **Natural Low Blue Light**: Yes

### Power
- **Power Consumption (Typ./Max.)**: 20W / 24W
- **Power Consumption Sleep/Off Mode**: < 0.5W
- **Power Consumption Switch-Off Mode**: < 0.3W
- **Power Supply**: Internal
- **Voltage Required**: AC 100 to 240 V (50-60 Hz)

### Mechanical
- **Tilt Angle (Front/Back)**: -5° / 22°
- **VESAMount Capability**: Yes (100 x 100 mm)
- **Kensington Lock Slot**: Yes
- **Bezel Color**: Storm Grey
- **Bezel Width (Side)**: 2.0 mm
- **Bezel Width (Top/Bottom)**: 2.0 / 2.0 mm

### Dimension
- **Size Unpacked w/ Stand (Lowest Position)**: 175.1 x 441.8 x 557.2 mm (6.89 x 17.39 x 21.94 inches)
- **Size Unpacked w/ Stand (Highest Position)**: 175.1 x 441.8 x 557.2 mm (6.89 x 17.39 x 21.94 inches)
- **Size Unpacked w/o Stand (Head Only)**: 44.0 x 334.8 x 557.2 mm (1.73 x 13.18 x 21.94 inches)

### What’s in the Box
- **Monitor with Stand**: Yes
- **Power Cable (Cable Length)**: 1 x Power Cable (1.8 m)
- **HDMI Cable (Cable Length)**: 1 x HDMI Cable (1.8 m)
- **Quick Setup Guide**: Yes

### Certification
- **ENERGY STAR Certification**: Yes
- **CCC**: Yes
- **TCO**: 9.0
- **TCO Edge**: 2.0
- **EPEAT**: Silver
- **Volatile Organic Compound Certification**: Yes
- **RoHS (2011/65/EU)**: Yes
- **Windows Certification**: Windows 10, Windows 11
- **China Energy Efficiency Standard**: Tier 1
- **Eyesafe Display Certification**: Yes

---

* A few specs may vary depending upon the actual production. This software can only be used with Windows 10 & Windows 11.
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